The SIA conference (formerly known as the Archifest Conference) is a yearly affair organized by the Singapore Institute of Architects. It is an annual key note event highly anticipated by the our fraternity where we witness lively exchanges of ideas and ideologies, from subject experts and thought leaders worldwide about unique challenges and creative solutions for our evolving global urban landscape.

The theme for the conference this year is *slowCITY*. Being a city state, centred in a region of rapid urbanisation and growth, we are often engulfed in a constant flux and pursuit of instantaneous tangible results, to meet profitability, maximised efficiency and always expedience. Could we rethink these corporeal requirements and still reap desirable results in the near future?

The conference seeks to examine alternative transformative ways of life and design. Previously established concepts include Città Slow and Slow Architecture forms sources of refreshed models of living and built environments. How can architects and environmentalists be main drivers in offering a slower, softer environment that is more productive for our society? These are some of the subjects we would like to discuss during the conference.

Organised by

In Conjunction with
28 September 2016 (Wednesday)
9.30am – 5.15pm (Registration starts from 8.30am)
Marina Bay Sands | Hall B & C (Level 1)
Within ArchXpo Exhibition, Conference Room 1
Add: 10 Bayfront Avenue, Singapore 018956
8 CPD points

Click below for

< Conference >  < Programme >  < Registration Form >

Early Bird Promotion: SIA Member $150, Non Member $300, Student $90
Early Bird Rate valid till 5 September 2016 extended to 13 September 2016 (inclusive)
Group Package Promotion available, please see registration form for full details.

Singapore Institute of Architects  I  cpd@sia.org.sg  I  (65) 6226 2668

Circular No.: 2016/076/MS/JT